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Get together at saija

Saija had a gala celebration and get together on the 21 st July
2013. It was an occasion where all the Saijaites joined to
celebrate the spirit of Saija, namely, love and togetherness.
The day was marked with a spirit of bonhomie where skits,
mimicry, dumb charades and songs were interspersed with
awards and recognition. In all a “GREAT TIME, “to say the
least, as Saija has completed five successful years in a row.

Award Ceremony

Long Service Award

Ms. Prabha Sinha (FE Patna Branch), Mr. Ankit Gautam
(BM Danapur Branch), Mr. Prabhat Kumar (BM
Muzaffarpur), Mr Mahesh Varma (AM Internal Audit)
and Mr. Vijay Kumar (FE Chhapra) were felicitated for
having completed five years in Saija. Their sincere
contribution in the formative years of the Company were
duly recognised & appreciated.

Departmental Awards
Branches were felicitated for their
extraordinary performance-Hajipur as
the most Quality Conscious branch,
Chhapra the most Organised one,
Muzaffarpur as the most Promising
branch. The title of the most Profitable
branch went to Patna, the most Value
Adding branch to Danapur, Patna
Sahib was the Silent Performer
whereas Arrah was recognised as the
most Sincere branch.

ISM Certification

All the Departments in the Head Office were recognized to
be playing a key role in keeping the Saija team intact and
were accorded the following titles:








Commercial Department - “The Batsman”
Operation Department - “The Fielder”
HR Department - “The Spinner”
Finance Department - “ The Wicket keeper”
Audit Department - “Umpire”
Training Department- “ The Coach”
CMD Secretariat - “BCCI”

Group activities

Certificates were awarded to Ms.
Nishi Sinha, Mr. Manish Thakur,
Mr Pravin Kumar, Mr. Vijay kumar,
Mr. Rajnish Kumar, Mr. Sumit
Bishwakarma and Mr. Ravi Roshan
for their initiative in developing a
short management course in
Microfinance
and
successfully
delivering the same to the
management
students
of
International
School
of
Management, Patna.

There were fun activities like dumb charades, skit,
dancing, singing and mimicry (bosses were not spared). A
lot of bonhomie and bonding across the organization was
witnessed. It was a time of the year where everyone let
their hair down and all inhibitions were given a go by!!!
Good food added to the festive mood and the celebration
ended with a promise to meet again soon!!!
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